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ONE MORE STEP WEST IS THE SEA: ruth weiss
PRESS TEXT

SYNOPSIS
From Berlin and Vienna in the 1930s; from New York to Chicago, New Orleans, and San
Francisco in the 1950s, ’60s and ’70s; ruth weiss, one of the great female Beat poets, has
written, performed, painted, and filmed the fact that for her, ‘one more step west is the sea
…’ In her 90s, her life is a grand collage that transcends the Beat. She is the cosmic refugee
among the ecstatic memories of counter-culture. Beat scholar and award winning poet
Thomas Antonic traces weiss’s pioneering art and her world without boundaries in his
feature length documentary debut as a film director.

THE FILM
ruth weiss, legendary Beat poet, name always lower case, was born into an Austrian Jewish
family in 1928. After a nurturing childhood in Berlin and Vienna she fled the Nazis with her
parents and narrowly escaped the Holocaust by emigrating to the United States in 1939. In
the late 1940s and early ’50s she was the first to perform her poems alongside jamming
musicians in Chicago’s “Art Circle” and in New Orleans’ French Quarter, developing “Jazz &
Poetry” as a form of performance in which improvisation and spontaneous interaction
unfold trans-medially.
After three years of hitchhiking across the USA, initially together with her first female
partner Jeri, and then after their separation accompanied only by a typewriter, she ended
up in San Francisco’s bohemian quarter of North Beach in 1952, already gaining notice for
her signature blue-green dyed hair, which she considers as a statement of pacifism and
environmental awareness. By 1953/54, together with the then still unknown Jack Kerouac,
ruth wrote haiku for nights on end in her room at the Wentley Hotel. Neal Cassady would
sometimes pick them up early in the morning in a dubious “borrowed car” to watch the
sunrise together on one of San Francisco’s hills. ruth waited tables at The Cellar jazz club,
where she also introduced Jazz & Poetry in San Francisco and performed once a week. She
published her poetry in Bob Kaufman’s BEATITUDE, Wallace Berman’s Semina and other
legendary litmags. She published her first four volumes of poetry between 1958 and 1960,
and in 1961 produced The Brink, now considered a major cult underground film.
Until the 1990s, a hot dog and a chocolate bar were often the only meal for a day – and
beer, which was her favorite drink. ruth had to reach nearly the age of 70 to finally receive
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the recognition she deserved. The turning point in her career was in 1996, when she was
featured in Brenda Knight’s landmark book Women of the Beat Generation. After that, she
gave performances across the US and Europe, taught at the Vienna Poetry School, had
successful exhibitions at SFMOMA, the Whitney Museum New York, the Centre Pompidou in
Paris, and others. She also received the Medal of Honor of the City of Vienna.
In 2012 Thomas Antonic met ruth weiss in Vienna. Over the next years they met again on
several occasions in Austria and California. By 2016, the concept of a documentary film on
ruth began to take shape. Encouraged by film historian and producer Robert Dassanowsky
and strongly supported by weiss, Antonic and his camera accompanied her over a period of
two and a half years. He conducted lengthy interviews with weiss who open-heartedly
shared her life story. Antonic filmed several of her Jazz & Poetry performances in the San
Francisco Bay Area and on the coast of Northern California, including one of her last shows
on her 90th birthday at the Beat Museum in San Francisco. Antonic subsequently followed
her 1950s hitchhiking route from New Orleans to San Francisco, armed with a camera,
interviewing, among others, weiss’ saxophone player Karl Schoen and her first husband,
Sojun Roshi Mel Weitsman, abbot of the Berkeley Zen Center.
ruth weiss provided an enormous amount of documents from her private archives for this
film, including unreleased audio and video recordings, never before seen artworks, and
even her school dictation book from 1938, in which she records the Nazi annexation of
Austria to Germany from a child’s perspective. Moreover, weiss invited Antonic to stay with
her and her last long-time partner and percussionist Hal Davis in their secluded house under
huge, old redwood trees at the Mendocino coast of Northern California. As a result, One
More Step West Is the Sea is not only a collage of biographical retrospection of one of the
original West Coast Beat poets, but also an intimate portrait of the relationship between
weiss and Davis, two bohemians and extraordinary free spirits continuing to create and
perform in their advanced age.

Still: ruth weiss and band performing live in 2017
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FILM STILLS

ruth weiss in her studio

ruth weiss in San Francisco, 1960

ruth weiss with her jazz trio at her 90th birthday at the Beat Museum in San Francisco
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Sojun Roshi Mel Weitsman

from the film „The Brink“ (director: ruth weiss, 1961)

ruth weiss in her kitchen
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Film location North Beach, San Francisco

Film location “On the Road”, USA Southwest

Film location Albion, Northern California, ruth weiss’ house
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
The life story of ruth weiss is a pioneering and intensely artistic one. Raised as a Jewish girl
in Berlin and Vienna, and fleeing to the U.S. with her family in 1938 to escape the Nazis,
weiss engaged in creative circles in Chicago and New Orleans and soon after graduating
from high school, hitchhiked across the States, and emerged as a singular poet in San
Francisco in the early 1950s. She was one of the first artists to develop the joint genre of
Jazz & Poetry and interacted with greats of the Beat Generation such as Jack Kerouac, Neal
Cassady and Bob Kaufman, although as a woman she was usually overshadowed by her
more famous male counterparts. It was only when she was in her 70s that she gradually
gained the recognition due her. She consistently maintained her unique Bohemian lifestyle
well into old age, even performing on stage at 90.
I came to know ruth in Vienna in 2012 while conducting research on unique connections
between Austrian culture and the Beat Generation. After meetings at her secluded home in
the woods of Northern California, I became ever more focused on the idea of penning a
book on this amazing force in performance art and poetry. Film historian and producer
Robert Dassanowsky encouraged me to have a camera with me during interviews and to
capture these rare personal sessions with ruth that might provide the basis for a future
documentary. Having had various creative experiences with experimental film and music
video, most of which I had directed as well as shot and edited, I felt confident about this
projected endeavour.
Initially, a storyline was created for a film that would retell ruth’s biography. During the
filming, which took place over two and a half years, it soon became apparent that a film
about ruth weiss with a predetermined plan would be an impossibility. It became evident
during the work that the best concepts, methods, and style to capture ruth’s life in 90
minutes would be those that were also pivotal to the poet’s work itself: kaleidoscopic
collage and improvisation. Inspired by this basic idea, I conducted interviews in which the
poet recounts her life on camera, filmed several of her Jazz & Poetry performances, and
drove from New Orleans to San Francisco, always with the camera on the passenger seat, in
order to retrace her influential stretch as a hitchhiker in 1952, before she settled on West
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Coast permanence. She couldn’t go any further, because “One More Step West Is the Sea”,
as she wrote in her first book of poetry Steps in 1958.
I also had the opportunity to live in the poet’s home for several weeks at a time during the
years of my work collecting details of ruth’s history, life and art, and was thus able to
document moments from the everyday world of this “Beat legend.” At an advanced age, she
proved to be incredibly energetic and was personally involved with nearly every creative
and technical aspect of my film. Last and certainly not least, ruth provided me with
previously unseen and even unknown film, sound and image documents from her personal
archives. These fascinating components were ultimately included in my edit to create a
portrait of the artist – as a natural force.
ruth weiss not only left behind a vast body of work (Beat poetry, drama, prose, visual works,
film), but as a strong and wise woman, she courageously and decisively engaged in key
social issues such as LGBTQ rights, exile culture, and environmental protection, often before
their time. I dedicate my film to her pioneering brilliance and to those who will yet be
inspired by her.

ruth weiss, Hal Davis and Thomas Antonic celebrating weiss’ 89th birthday
(Image: Copyright © 2017 Daria Tchapanova)
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THE FILMMAKER AND PRODUCER
Thomas Antonic, award winning poet, scholar, musician, writer, filmmaker, multimedia
artist, PhD in German Literature and Philosophy. He works mainly in the fields of
experimental literature, multi-media intersections of poetry, film, music, visual arts, cut-up,
improvisation, spontaneous prose and other principles of coincidence. Numerous
publications in German and English, most recent books: Flickering Cave Paintings of Noxious
Nightbirds / Flackernde Felsbilder übler Nachtvögel (poetry, bilingual engl./germ., 2017),
Wolfgang Bauer (biography, 2018), Amongst Nazis: William S. Burroughs in Vienna 1936/37
(essay, 2020). Visiting Researcher at Stanford University and Research Fellow at the
University of California in Berkeley. He lives and works mostly in Vienna, Austria. One More
Step West Is the Sea: ruth weiss is his feature length debut as documentary filmmaker.

THE CO-PRODUCERS
Robert Dassanowsky, independent film producer, film historian and literary-cultural critic.
CU Distinguished Professor of Film and Languages and Cultures at the Unversity of Colorado,
Colorado Springs, he specializes in Austrian Studies, with more than 80 articles and book
chapters, and nine books to his credit, including: Austrian Cinema: A History (2005); New
Austrian Film, ed. (2011); Quentin Tarantino’s Inglourious Basterds: A Manipulation of
Metafilm, ed. (2012); World Film Locations: Vienna, ed. (2012); Screening Transcendence:
Film under Austrofascism and the Hollywood Hope 1933–1938 (2018). He is a delegate of
the European Academy of Sciences and Arts, a Fellow of the UK Royal Historical Society, a
member of the Austrian Academy of Film, and of the European Film Academy (EFA).
Anthony Jacobson, is a Producer, Director and Actor from Vienna, Austria. After studying
media in Vienna and acting at the Lee Strasberg Theatre and Film Institute in Los Angeles he
started his own production company Perdurabo Film in Vienna, producing documentaries,
such as The Gypsy Baron (2014), for TV and cinema. As a director he works on commercial
film projects of any kind as well as on various music video projects. As an actor Anthony
played leading roles in various videoclips, comedy formats, theatre shows and TV shows
such as Gute Nacht Österreich. With his rock band Rammelhof he tours around Europe.
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VOICES
“A triumphant portrait of one of the last members of the Beat Generation alive and kickin’.
A must see!”
(Film poster)
“ruth weiss, my poet and tragedian. Her eyes tell you she knows all. Part Édith Piaf, part
Giulietta Masina, truly one of the most important women on the planet.”
(Steven Arnold, filmmaker)
“No American poet has remained so faithful to jazz in the construction of poetry as has ruth
weiss. Her poems are scores to be sounded with all her riffy ellipses and open-formed
phrasing swarming the senses … Others read to jazz or write from jazz. ruth weiss writes jazz
in words.” (Jack Hirschman, poet)
“ruth weiss is an uncapitalized name and a fully capitalized Poet.”
(Steve Seid, Pacific Film Archive at the University of California in Berkeley)
“At the age of ten, ruth weiss had to flee from Vienna to America to escape the Nazis. There,
in the 1950s, she became a Beatnik poetry icon. Spontaneous and honest, her poetry
recounts a truly restless life.”
(Helmut Neundlinger, Datum)
“A life, a modern European-Jewish and Beat-troubadour American life, managed against
initial odds but always with huge creative resilience. A truly singular life lived inside truly
singular history. Some career. Some presence.” (A. Robert Lee, Nihon University, Tokyo)
“Few poets – male or female – can be said to embody Beat to the extent of the San
Francisco jazz performance poet ruth weiss. And few embody in that Beat such a sweep of
twentieth-century aesthetic philosophies and practices. […] weiss is progenitor and mirror
of the interdisciplinary and mixed-media constructions, discourses, and epistemologies that
have emerged as standards of modernism, Beat, and postmodernism.”
(Nancy M. Grace, Wooster College, Ohio)
“ruth weiss’s work stands in direct challenge to [Jack Kerouac’s] male-centered model of
Bohemian art. She is a prolific, eclectic artist, and her publicly exhibited work includes film,
video, and watercolor haiku. […] weiss’s journeys, her border-crossing life experiences and
artistic performances, remind us that women Beats thrived as writers and artists in their
own right, despite the middle-class social and cultural pressures often exerted by their male
counterparts.”
(Tony Trigilio, Columbia College Chicago)
“In recent years, weiss’s work has garnered increasing critical attention that will likely
develop further as time goes on, since […] weiss personifies the Beat spirit more fully than
others.”
(Steven Belletto, author of The Beats: A Literary History)
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ruth weiss, 1972 (Image © Scot Runyon)

FURTHER ONLINE READING ABOUT ruth weiss
“Vienna never left my heart.” First conversation between ruth weiss and Thomas Antonic in
Vienna, 2012, published on the website of the European Beat Studies Network,:
https://ebsn.eu/scholarship/voices/ruth-weiss-interviewed-by-thomas-antonic/
Obituary of ruth weiss by Thomas Antonic on the website of the European Beat Studies
Network, August 2020: https://ebsn.eu/scholarship/voices/jazz-poetry-pioneer-and-wordshaman-ruth-weiss-1928-2020/
Steve Seid: “On the Brink of Something.” University of California – Berkeley Art Museum and
Pacific Film Archive (BAMPFA). https://bampfa.org/page/out-of-the-vault-essay-ruth-weissbrink
Brenda Knight: Interview with ruth weiss. Women’s National Book Association, San
Francisco Chapter, 2016: http://wnba-sfchapter.org/interview-ruth-weiss/
Ron Martinetti: “To GoGo for Philip: ruth weiss and Friends.” American Legends:
http://americanlegends.com/authors/gogo.html
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